Actual Tips for Student
do my statistics homework

As a rule, all teachers are clearly confident that only the learned and prepared exam may become
the best for a student, because it is then that no examination task will not cause ridiculous surprise,
and in emotionally unstable students - tears in their eyes.
However, students at all time are looking for easy ways to solve their problems, and instead of
tooling the abstract, try to find that effective accept, which will allow you to get a positive mark in the
credit book.
It has long been clear to everyone that such signs do not act, but this understanding of the faith of
students does not decrease in their strength. And this is understandable: because it is much easier
to believe in any nonsense, scientifically unreasonable than finally do compacted preparation for the
subject.
Careful preparation is the key to success!
And here, students are divided into three categories, where the first are confident that superstitions
cannot be trusted, the second - they doubt the effectiveness will take, but they fear to bring the
"Wrath of God", but others are convinced that even the perfectly learned item without accepting a
positive assessment, Alas, it will not be possible. In general, this predictions believe almost all
students of higher educational institutions, well, or they really want to believe in it.
My signs from student life
I adopted about the existence, I learned when I studied at the first year of the university, namely, on
the eve of the first session. No,, of course, I perfectly prepared an exam program, but just in case,
the night slept at the medical directory, and in the morning, as if forgotten forgotten my head
washed.
He came to the exam, and to become hunting, tolerate no strength. And here to enter the audience:
the girlfriend pushes in the side, they say, "come in with the right leg, and you will not pass." I
soavened that the legs confused and did everything as always. I slept all the exam: No, of course, I
created the visibility of presence, but I slept in my soul and didn't even think to wake up. The result
is the first "nonsense", and the stamp - bad sign worked.
From the same time, I, like all my alignments, blindly believed signs, and I only went to the audience
with the right leg. By the way, I never ceased to become at the medical directory, and with my head
on the exam, I did not see any teacher. And what, because it will be much better to use somewhat
better that one worked.

